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painfully it had affected him with its intimation that
he played but second fiddle in the life of his beloved!
He remembered, too, some cautious and cautionary
allusions by ' old Forsyte.' Coming from that model of
secrecy and suppressed feelings, they, too, had made on
Michael a deep and lasting impression reinforced by his
own failure to get at the bottom of Flcur's heart. He
went to his Committee with but half his mind on public
matters. What had nipped that early love affair in the
bud and given him his chance ? Not sudden dislike, lack
of health, or lack of money—not relationship, for Mrs.
Val Dartie had married her second cousin apparently with
everyone's consent. Michael, it will be seen, had remained
quite ignorant of the skeleton in Soames' cupboard. Such
Forsytes as he had met, reticent about family affairs, had
never mentioned it; and Fleur had never even spoken
of her first love, much less of the reason why it had come
to naught. Yet, there must have been some reason ; and
it was idle to try and understand her present feelings
without knowing what it was !
His Committee was on birth control in connection with
the Ministry of Health ; and, while listening to arguments
why he should not support for other people what he prac-
tised himself, he was visited by an idea. Why not go and
ask June Forsyte ? He could find her in the telephone
book—there could be but one with such a name.
" What do you say, Mont ? "
" Well, sir, if we won't export children to the Colonies
or speed up emigration somehow, there's nothing for it
but birth control. In the upper and middle classes we're
doing it all the time, and blinking the moral side, if there
is one ; and I really don't see how we can insist on a moral
side for those who haven't a quarter of our excuse for
having lots of children."

